
Investment
A A commitment to personal service is what sets me apart from other 
photographers.  I am the photographer who captures every smile.  I 
edit all of your images personally, and I even hand deliver your photos 
when I can.  I hold your hand every step of the way, and am always here 
to help — be it questions about wedding planning or suggestions for 
dinner reservations for out-of-town clients.

 
EEvery wedding I photograph always includes the following:

 • An extensive pre-shoot consultation, during which I work with
              you to develop a shot list and timeline

 • Photo shoot location visits to make sure everything is prepared 
              and to assess the lighting for your wedding venue

 • No limits on the number of photos taken: on average, 75 photos
              delivered for every hour of event photography, and 50-75 
              pho              photos delivered for every hour of portraiture

 • Post-production editing and color correction for all images, 
              with an average of three hours of post-production work for 
              every single hour of photography

 • High-resolution image les with personal-use print release; no 
              watermarks ever

 • A black and white, high-resolution duplicate of each color 
              image              image

 • An online, password-protected gallery to conveniently share 
              your photos and order prints

 • The best 20+ images are ready to view within 48 hours and will 
              be posted online for you to share

 • Final delivery of all edited images within four weeks’ time (ve 
              weeks for any wedding in Sept/Oct/Nov)

  • All images are delivered in JPG format via digital download, and
              are sized both for print and for the web

 • A customized ash drive containing all of edited images is also 
              available upon request

I offer both an hourly rate, and three special packages:

 • For small weddings requiring only a few hours of coverage, my
              rate is $400 per hour (with a two-hour minimum)

  • For portraits and wedding-related events my rate is $300 per 
              hour (with a two-hour minimum)



$3,750

$4,950

$7,200

Your entire wedding day photographed from start to nish (up to 12 hours)

Your entire wedding day photographed from start to nish (up to 14 hours)


